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ON THE PROSPECT OF WRITING
CINEMA HISTORY FROM BELOW

Beginning with a consideration of recent discussions of the state of film history,
this essay explores some aspects of the relationship between the historiography
of cinema and broader currents in contemporary historiography, including the
poststructuralist critique of history as a realist fiction. It engages with what one
1970s theorist has recently called ‘the weaknesses and insularity’ of contempo-
rary film studies by advocating the development of histories of cinema that place
audiences, rather than films, at their centre, and integrate the quantitative meth-
ods of social history with the concrete and particular conditions of experience
that are the predominant concern of microhistory.1

i Film historiography: a modest critique

Heroic theory and the ‘New film history’

In her contribution to a 2004 Cinema Journal forum on the state of film history,
Sumiko Higashi questions the extent to which cinema studies has seen a turn
toward history based on empirical research in the past two decades. Citing statis-
tics on recent submissions to Cinema Journal and papers given at the Society of
Cinema and Media Studies conference, she argues that ‘the bypass onto the
“historical turn” is far from crowded’, a phenomenon she ascribes in part to the
proposition that ‘most academics who train students in film studies have not
themselves been trained to do empirical research’.2 Seeking to differentiate be-
tween what she calls ‘history proper’ and work that she identifies as ‘social and
cultural media history’, Higashi offers a critique of those ‘film historians who
began academic life as theoreticians’ and remain deductive in their methodol-
ogy.3 ‘Proper’ historians, by contrast, ‘assume human agency; privilege empiri-
cal data (...) write with specificity and in great detail; eschew jargon; and make
contingent, even contradictory generalisations.’4

What is perhaps most striking about the essays in the Cinema Journal forum,
including Higashi’s, is the extent to which their debates over the nature of film
history appear to be largely untouched by the central preoccupations of contem-
porary historiography, engendered by the fervent uncertainties of postmodern
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thought. Beyond the narrow confines of film studies, structuralist and post-
structuralist critiques have deconstructed the conventionalised authorial voice
of the history text, questioning its implicit rhetorical claim to authoritative
knowledge of the past.5 Maintaining that the construction of history is a discur-
sive act of narration unattached to the reality of the past, some theorists have
gone further to argue that we can know nothing genuinely truthful about the
past, both because the past is accessible to us only through its discursive traces
and because ‘historical narratives are verbal fictions, the contents of which are as
much invented as found and the forms of which have more in common with their
counterparts in literature than they have with those in the sciences’.6 Cinema
historians’ relative lack of engagement with poststructuralist theory’s denial
of the intellectual foundation of historical practice is both notable and, given
the influence of poststructuralist thought on the development of film studies,
somewhat surprising.7 Higashi’s description of historical practice, for example,
would rest comfortably alongside the account provided by a reflective but un-
reconstructed professional practitioner such as Arthur Marwick, who dismisses
‘the postmodernist case’ as a construct of ‘a priori attitudes (...) rigid conven-
tions (...) specialist language [and] lack of practical experience’, and as a conse-
quence ‘irrelevant to the aims of working historians’.8

In her contribution to the Cinema Journal forum, Jane Gaines suggests that
film scholars’ disengagement from questions of metahistory and the ‘linguistic
turn’ in contemporary historiography is an indication of their relative sophisti-
cation. For Gaines, reading contemporary critiques of historical writing induces
a sense of déjà vu, since the alleged defects of historical narrative – that readers
are given ‘the illusion of a privileged relation to the historical real’ – echo those
charges levelled in the 1970s against ‘the classic realist text’.9 While I share
Gaines’ sense of displaced familiarity, I suspect that a more substantial explana-
tion for the relatively unreflective nature of film history’s ‘archive fever’ lies else-
where in the intellectual history of film studies as a field of enquiry, in the
mutual antipathy between history and theory.

Writing about the 1970s in their anthology of historical writing from Screen,
editors Annette Kuhn and Jackie Stacey observe that ‘the current of heroic the-
ory then coursing with fervent energy through the pages of Screen’ resulted in
the journal’s regarding an engagement with ‘the new film history’ as being ‘tan-
gential to its preoccupations with film language and with the ideological prac-
tices of cinema’.10 The ‘new film historians’ then publishing revisionist histories
of American cinema were themselves more concerned with winning some nine-
teenth-century historiographic battles than with engaging with poststructural-
ism.11 As Barbara Klinger described it, the most urgent task for film history in
the late 1970s was to ‘displace secondary and anecdotal forms of history with
primary documentation, archival research and other historiographical tools of
evidence and verification’.12 In his 1976 Screen article on Warner Bros. and
sound, for example, Douglas Gomery complained that earlier historians of the
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American film industry ‘have not even followed the most basic practices of the
field’ in explaining their methodologies or citing their sources: ‘no other brand
of history is so casual in violating this basic attribute of scholarship’.13 The cri-
tique of existing survey histories offered by Gomery and Robert Allen in their
1985 book Film History: Theory and Practice, that their omission of footnotes or
bibliographies made it ‘impossible to trace conclusions back to their evidentiary
sources’, might not have seemed out of place to Leopold von Ranke in 1824.14

Beginning from such a position, academic film history, which scarcely existed
before the mid-1970s, spent most of its early years untroubled by external
requirements that it address the uncertainties of contemporary historiography
as they affected its more established relatives in other subject areas. As Allen and
Gomery emphasised, its concerns were with the practical and organisational
issues involved in undertaking the ‘tremendous amount of film historical schol-
arship’ that remained to be done – with what Jeffrey Klenotic has called ‘ “rolling
up their sleeves” in the face of the archive’.15 ‘To do film history today’, wrote
Thomas Elsaesser in 1986,

‘one has to become an economic historian, a legal expert, a sociologist, an
architectural historian, know about censorship and fiscal policy, read trade
papers and fan magazines, even study Lloyds Lists of ships sunk in World
War One to calculate how much of the film footage exported to Europe actu-
ally reached its destination’.16

The ‘new film historians’ were thus sufficiently engaged with problems of
source and skills acquisition to add too many branches of poststructuralist the-
ory to their list of responsibilities.

The tasks of the ‘new film history’ of the 1970s and 1980s were threefold: to
revise and correct the existing, under-researched histories that represented the
available overviews of the period; to develop a film history that adhered more
closely to the established protocols of academic historiography; and to provide
an alternative mode of study to the dominant practices of textual interpretation,
borrowed in the main from literary criticism and inflected with the concerns of
semiotic, structuralist and psychoanalytic theories. As Klenotic commented, the
methodological debates within film history remained ‘centred over what should
constitute “proper” or “valid” historical explanation’ and were concerned to cor-
rect the historical record ‘by re-examining the primary historical archive rather
than relying on the secondary resources provided by prior histories’.17 To take,
perhaps, the most obvious example, Douglas Gomery’s revisionist account of
the innovation of sound technology corrected previous entertaining but inaccu-
rate versions through its use of a much wider range of primary sources and its
self-conscious adherence to what Philip Rosen has called the ‘conventional
kinds of protocols and venues of academic historiography’, or what Higashi calls
‘proper history’.18 By comparison to previous accounts, no-one could seriously
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question the superior accuracy of Gomery’s account, based on its broader evi-
dentiary base and higher standards of critical evaluation and analysis. As Allen
and Gomery pointed out in Film History, however, works of comparable scholar-
ship and rigor were few and far between in the field, and it has simply taken time
to build a sufficient body of consensual historical knowledge around which to
stage a debate about historical method. Cinema history is still subject to the
kinds of revelatory discovery – exemplified by Richard Abel’s The Red Rooster
Scare or Ruth Vasey’s The World According to Hollywood – that seldom occur in
the historiography of more established historical terrain, simply because the
body of available primary source material pertaining to cinema has been far less
thoroughly examined.19 There remains, to paraphrase Thomas Kuhn, a great
deal of ordinary cinema history yet to be written.20

Except for occasional low-level skirmishes in pieces of academic journalism,
the two camps of Theory and History largely ignored each other. Relatively few
works of ‘new film history’ were – or indeed are – either published or reviewed in
the most prominent theoretically-inflected journals, while the historians’ suspi-
cions of abstract theorizing has reproduced what Rosen calls ‘the most tradi-
tional of modern disciplinary debates’, first articulated in ‘the rivalry between
students of Hegel and Ranke at the foundations of the modern discipline of
“History”’.21 Rather than being conducted over the grounds of historical prac-
tice, however, the debate has largely taken place at a simplified level, in which
‘History’ and ‘Theory’ are placed in mutually uncomprehending opposition to
each other. Discursive complexity continues to be taken as a sure sign of the
presence of ‘theory’ while a plethora of footnotes, even if they are all to Variety,
continues on the one hand to pass as a claim to historical veracity and on the
other to lead to accusations of simple-minded ‘empiricism’.

Going nowhere: film history after deconstruction

In his 2001 book Change Mummified: Cinema, Historicity, Theory Philip Rosen
provides the most fully elaborated account of the central propositions of the
postmodern critique of history-writing as it pertains to the history of cinema.
Rosen describes what he considers to be the basic uncertainty ‘about the very
possibility of making secure referential truth claims in historiography’ as result-
ing from two fundamental problems.22 The first relates to the fragmentary and
indexical nature of historical evidence, the second to the position and referential
authority of the historian. In common with many empirical historians, Rosen
questions the extent to which the late twentieth-century critiques of modern his-
torical practice have raised new epistemological and methodological issues,
rather than merely rephrasing a set of concerns that have been repeatedly con-
fronted by historians and philosophers of history. Few professional historians
make claims for the absolute truth of their account, and whatever equivocation
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is involved in the maintenance of an ideal of more thoroughly reliable, less frag-
mentary knowledge of the past than is currently available, such pragmatic equiv-
ocation clearly also marks a recognition of the limits of the certainty with which
any given account is produced. Ironically, however, there remains an apparently
unbridgeable divide between the pragmatic equivocation expressed in E.H.
Carr’s answer to his own question What Is History?, that it is ‘a continuous pro-
cess of interaction between the historian and his facts, an unending dialogue
between the present and the past’, and the deconstructionist certainty that ‘epis-
temology shows we can never really know the past; that the gap between the past
and history (historiography) is an ontological one, that is, is in the very nature of
things such that no amount of epistemological effort can bridge it’.23

Practicing historians have found themselves obliged to reject the poststruc-
turalist critique – sometimes perhaps too vehemently – because in its assertion
that the past is inherently unknowable it is so disabling to their practice. As
Georg G. Iggers has observed, ‘were one to accept the premises of this critique,
meaningful historical writing would be impossible’.24 However salutary might
be the critical reminders that every historical account is a discursive construct
and every encounter with a source text an act of mediation, historians cannot
practice their trade – the ‘dirty and tedious archival work’ of digging evidence out
of sources – unless they regard the resulting account as bearing a plausible rela-
tion to an historical reality.25 As historian Carlo Ginzburg has argued, however,
asserting this view does not, as the critique often asserts, involve naïvely assum-
ing that the relationship between evidence and reality is transparent or unmedi-
ated.26 On the contrary, the recognition that

‘all phases through which research unfolds are constructed and not given: the
identification of the object and its importance; the elaboration of the catego-
ries through which it is analyzed; the criteria of proof; the stylistic and narra-
tive forms by which the results are transmitted to the reader’ requires that
‘the obstacles interfering with re-search in the form of lacunae or misrepre-
sentations in the sources must become part of the account’.27

In his commentary on Hayden White’s Metahistory, Rosen observes that White
and many subsequent rhetorical theorisations of historiography, have ‘contin-
ued the long-standing tendency among theorists of modern historiography to
concentrate on the philosophical, ideological, metaphysical, and/or formal-aes-
thetic’ aspects of the problem, and as a result have underplayed ‘the implications
of normative disciplinary procedures with respect to sources and evidence stem-
ming from the heritage of the critical method’.28

The problems of writing film history under such constraints are exemplified
by Vivian Sobchack’s ‘What is Film History?, or, the Riddle of the Sphinxes’, in
Christine Gledhill and Linda Williams’ anthology, Reinventing Film Studies. The
editors introduce Sobchack’s essay as setting the stage for ‘the new film history’s
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theoretically informed historicizing of its objectives. No longer a simple matter
of “excavating” original documents and material traces and causes of an objec-
tively existing past, film history has taken on a self-reflective awareness of its
own discursive processes of writing and mediation.’29 Sobchack certainly talks
the talk of the historical deconstructionists, describing a dichotomy between an
‘old’ and a ‘new’ history, in which

‘Grand, coherent, and evolutionary narratives have given way to local and
micro histories – and the gaps and ruptures in our knowledge of the past are
foregrounded rather than smoothed over (...). history has lost its stability as
the grounded site upon which knowledge of the past is accumulated, coher-
ently ordered, and legitimated; rather, it has become an unstable site in
which fragments of past representations do not necessarily ‘add up’ or co-
here but, instead, are subject to “undisciplined” (and often “undisciplining”)
contestation and use’.30

Exactly where this new self-reflective history has displayed its self-awareness is,
however, more difficult to discern either in Sobchack’s essay or in the references
it lists. Instead, Sobchack elevates a somewhat quirky but otherwise unremark-
able project in historical archaeology – the excavation of the remains of the sets
for Cecil B. deMille’s 1923 movie the ten commandments in the Guadalupe
Dunes near Santa Barbara, California – into ‘a symbol of the destabilised
grounds of contemporary historical theory and practice’, a ‘revelatory allegory’
of ‘our increased estrangement from and desire to recuperate a history we know
we never knew’.31 Asserting that ‘a traditionalist empiricist [sic] film history
whose temporal trajectory, causations, and meanings can be excavated, repre-
sented, and understood in terms of some linear, unidirectional, and progressive
notion of “original” events and chronological “order” based upon the “coher-
ence”, “consistency”, and “reliability” of an accumulation of “authentic” trace
“evidence” left by the past’ is no more than a ‘crazy dream’, Sobchack argues that
the buried set represents ‘a fabricated version of yet another lost Egyptian city
whose “authenticity” and “origins” are irrecoverable, unknowable and hence
historically “fabulous”’.32 What she fails to do, however, is to demonstrate what
the destabilised and undisciplined ‘historical nomadism’ she advocates would
tell us. Remaining true to her theoretical premises by declining to confront a
concrete (or even a plaster-of-Paris) historical subject matter, Sobchack’s essay
envisions historical journeys that she might embark on, but goes nowhere.33
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Total histories of the film text

The grand, coherent, evolutionary narratives of cinema history to which
Sobchack alludes have been more imagined than actually written.34 In 1973, Jean
Mitry proposed an ideal of film history as

‘simultaneously, a history of its industry, its technologies, its systems of
expression (or, more precisely, its systems of signification), and aesthetic
structures, all bound together by the forces of the economic, psychosocial
and cultural order’.35

This version of film history as simultaneously medium-specific and totalising
remains common to much contemporary film historiography, although its
intellectual origins in the Annales School of French history are less often ac-
knowledged. French film historian Michèle Lagny follows Mitry in describing
her version of a preferred film history as ‘a part of a larger ensemble, the socio-
cultural history (...) conceived as an articulation among three types of analysis,
dealing with cultural objects, with the framework of their creation, making and
circulation, and finally with their consumption’. She sees the desirable condi-
tion of film history as being that of ‘an open field where different forces (eco-
nomic, social, political, technical, cultural or aesthetic) come into being and con-
front each other’. She insists, however, that films are central to film history: ‘the
core is the film text, because only the film is the sign that cinema does exist (or
doesn’t exist any longer). Working from the cinema or on the cinema means
starting from the film, and going back to it’.36

In her 1997 Screen essay, ‘Film History Terminable and Interminable’,
Barbara Klinger invokes Fernand Braudel’s unattainable ambition ‘if not to see
everything, at least to locate everything, and on the requisite grand scale’ before
describing ‘a cinematic histoire totale’ that places ‘a film within multifarious
intertextual and historical frames’, to produce a ‘rashomon-like effect where
the researcher uncovers different historical “truths” about a film as she/he anal-
yses how it has been deployed within past social relations’ and ‘the film’s vari-
able, even contradictory, ideological meanings come into focus’.37 The ‘totalised
perspective’ that Klinger proposes ‘provides a sense of what the historical pros-
pects were for viewing at a given time by illuminating the meanings made avail-
able within that moment’.38 In keeping with Lagny’s prescription, however,
Klinger places the individual film text at the centre of the multifarious intersec-
tions she describes.

A consequence of the expectation that the film text must be the central object
of film history surfaces in Richard Abel’s argument, in his essay in the Cinema
Journal forum, that Robert Allen’s recent work on audiences in the American
South
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‘generally succeeds as social or cultural history more than as cinema history;
that is, its chief interest lies in describing and analyzing the social conditions
and cultural practices within which moving pictures could be as important
for their relative absence as for their presence’.39

In common with the other historians I have cited, Abel remains reluctant to
abandon the medium-specificity of film history in order to integrate it into what
Charles Musser describes warily as ‘a broader and more amorphous cultural
and social history’. Musser declares that ‘I have found it productive to imagine
cinema as an element (typically a crucial element) of other histories’, but the
problem that film historians face is that relatively few writers of ‘other histories’
have shared Musser’s sense of film history’s productivity or importance.40 De-
spite the extensive historical analysis of early cinema, a recently-published 976-
page history of late Victorian and Edwardian England, for example, devotes only
one paragraph to cinema, providing a telling instance of the extent to which
social and cultural historians have not yet found it necessary to address the his-
torical work on early cinema.41 In his 2004 introductory survey, What is Cultural
History?, Peter Burke makes no mention of any work on cinema.42

In the second edition of Global Hollywood, published in 2004, Toby Miller
and his colleagues come to bleak conclusions about the condition of screen stud-
ies, which they see as being irrelevant to both popular and policy-driven discus-
sions of films and failing ‘to engage political and social history and social theory
on the human subject, the nation, cultural policy, the law and the economy’.43

‘What would it take’, they ask, ‘for screen studies to matter more?’ Part of their
answer is to avoid the ‘reproduction of “screen studies” in favour of work that
studies the screen, regardless of its intellectual provenance’.44 One aspect of
such a project may be to recognise the limited intellectual value in trying to
maintain the coherence of a medium-specific academic discipline, and acknowl-
edging, instead, that the study of the economics of distribution has little in com-
mon with the study of the aesthetics of lighting. More specifically, cinema’s his-
torians might question both the practicality and the ideal of an histoire totale, and
consider the possibility of a history of cinema that is not centrally about films.

In a 1997 essay, James Hay argues that most film history has been written
under the assumption of the centrality of the film text, producing a ‘self-con-
tained, self-perpetuating’ aesthetic history of ‘film as a distinct “language” or set
of formal conventions (...) without a clear sense of cinema’s relation to other
social sites.’45 While historical studies of cinema ‘classicism’ have examined the
relationship between film form and mode of production, Hay suggests that they
have seldom examined other determinations for the history of ‘the cinematic’,
implying that cinema perpetuated itself as ‘an aesthetic and an ideological effect
regulated by a mode of production (...). In these studies, cinema is never under-
stood overtly as a relation among sites and in terms of the relation of cinematic
sites to other sites.’46
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Lee Grieveson, similarly, proposes that in an historical poetics which main-
tains ‘the primacy of style’ in the last instance, ‘the possibility of the social affect-
ing textuality is never simply denied but rather is bracketed off, giving priority to
the examination of formal norms and industrial formations as “proximate” con-
texts’.47 Seeking a history that tracks ‘the complex traffic between aesthetic and
cultural spheres, making judicious interpretations of the connections that can
be made and of the ways culture functions in texts, just as texts function in
culture’, Grieveson’s project turns out to be similar to Klinger’s, in aiming to
‘situate cinema in relation to social, political, and cultural histories and at the
confluence of questions about aesthetics, commerce, and power’.48

Proximate and approximate historical forces

In response to Grieveson, David Bordwell has criticised the presupposition that
while ‘One can legitimately ask questions concerning aesthetic resources or strat-
egies, (...) the answers will ultimately rest upon broader social, political, or cul-
tural processes (law, economics, identity politics, etc.)’:

‘Does regulation, or response to “reform anxieties” (...) tell us why we have
dialogue hooks, montage sequences, goal-oriented protagonists, and a
switch from orthochromatic to panchromatic film stock? It seems unlikely
(...) I suspect that many of the norms we trace [in The Classical Hollywood Cin-
ema], at various levels of generality, are satisfactorily explained without
invoking modernity, reform anxieties, moral discourse, or other factors –
simply because every explanation must stop somewhere, and it’s impossible
to spell out all the preconditions for any historical event’.49

Stylistic and technological histories of cinema can, obviously, be constructed
from more tightly circumscribed evidentiary sources than cultural histories pur-
suing relationships of correspondence or congruence among contingent cir-
cumstances, but the sources an historian needs are determined by the question
he or she is asking. Certainly, we can make more fine-grained distinctions
among historical agencies than Bordwell allows. The files of the Production
Code Administration are replete with specific examples of regulatory involve-
ment with the production process, and the analysis of a broad sample of these
records can establish both the specific stylistic effects of regulation and the spe-
cific influence of ‘reform anxiety’ on the content and appearance of movies at
particular historical moments. ‘Reform anxieties’ in the early 1930s, for exam-
ple, challenged the industry’s frequently-expressed view that if a movie told a
properly moral narrative, in which good and evil were clearly distinguished and
good seen to triumph, then the audience’s moral principles would be reaffirm-
ed. Arguing that young viewers failed to construct an ‘organised interpretation’
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of a movie’s narrative, Payne Fund researchers Herbert Blumer and Philip
Hauser maintained that they were, instead, ‘particularly responsive to incidents
which are dramatic, exciting, and tempting’. As a result, they were likely to find
‘details or elements of the picture’ more significant than the moral contained in
the movie’s resolution.50 This question became a central point at issue in the
increasingly strident debate over movie censorship in the early 1930s, and led
to classical Hollywood’s formulation of strategies of indeterminacy, elision,
enigma and suggestion, which achieved the contradictory goal of presenting
a predetermined narrative that simultaneously accommodated the viewer’s
imaginative agency.51

Pursuing a much less direct causal chain, what has become known as the
‘modernity thesis’ argues that the forms of early cinema ‘engaged the experi-
ence of modernity’, exemplifying a particularly modern form of aesthetics and
responding to the specifics of modern and especially urban life.52 Whether any of
the advocates of modernity’s influence on cinema insist that the relationship
between modernity and cinematic style is a causal one is a point in dispute; its
critics, however, maintain that the relationship is of consequence only if a causal
linkage can be established, since otherwise the relationship is no more than an
uninteresting generalisation, ‘a commonplace that offers us nothing to investi-
gate’.53

Modernity’s advocates and their critics are engaging in quite different forms
of enquiry, with separate aims and methodologies. One is a fine-grained exami-
nation of proximate forces that may provide causal explanations of particular
stylistic decisions, the other a much broader consideration of the complex and
elusive connections between a society and its cultural-aesthetic expressions.54

Addressing different questions by different methods at different levels of gener-
ality and detail, they are not necessarily in competition or in conflict with each
other, yet each wishes the problems of an histoire totale upon the other, at the
same time as they suggest that the other’s view of historical determination is
overly simplistic. Neither can meet the other’s explanatory requirements.55 The
history of textual relations and stylistic influence borrows its methods and ratio-
nale from the practices of art and literary history. It is predominantly a history of
production and producers, concerned with issues of intention and agency
underpinning the process of cultural production, usually at the level of the indi-
vidual, and relatively little interested in anything – other than influence – that
happens after the point of production. If the form of classical Hollywood cinema
can, indeed, be sufficiently explained by the ‘proximate forces’ of ‘industrial
maturation and attempts at standardizing production practices’ with little
engagement with the history of cinema as a social or cultural institution, there is
little reason for historians in other fields to be much concerned with the topic.56

Broader cultural histories of cinema are, however, methodologically much
more problematic, particularly in their capacity to demonstrate a sufficient
degree of correspondence between an historical condition (for instance, the
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social conditions of the early Depression) and a cultural object (for instance,
i am a fugitive from a chain gang) to argue for any causal relationship. As
Bordwell observes, ‘why would we search for congruences unless they led us
toward some explanatory hypotheses?’57 Too often, explanation takes the form of
textual interpretation, allowing the writer to juxtapose a movie and ‘an array of
social facts (...) about the concurrent social environment (...) as though media
texts have some obvious direct relation to their social context’, in a Zeitgeist
account of film as cultural history.58 To argue, as Michèle Lagny does, that films
should be seen ‘socially and historically (...) as symptoms’, advances us no fur-
ther than the questionable methodology of ideological inference by allusion
elaborated by Siegfried Kracauer in the late 1940s.59 Borrowing such methodol-
ogies, social and political historians have incorporated back into their accounts
of broader historical phenomena the genre-based, mythological and ahistorical
assumptions about the relationship of movies to the culture of which they are a
part. Even as they are incorporated into a larger version of social history, the
movies remain under the obligation to entertain: accounts of i am a fugitive

from a chain gang or scarface, for example, appear as diverting boxed
features on ‘social realism in the movies’ to alleviate the statistical tedium of his-
tories of the early Depression. Lagny’s declaration of cinema’s historical incon-
sequentiality (‘[films] never are a consequence (of economic, social, cultural or
political determining factors ...), nor the cause of anything (a political action, a
social reaction, or the production of other films)’ goes beyond Bordwell’s cir-
cumscription and consigns cinema to the historical irrelevance it occupies in
most accounts of twentieth-century history.60

ii Cinema history: a modest proposal

Reception and the condition of everyday life

I am arguing for the desirability of distinguishing more emphatically between
an aesthetic history of textual relations among individuals or individual objects,
and the socio-cultural history of the economic institution of cinema. This dis-
tinction engages with the project advocated by Bordwell and Noël Carroll for
‘piecemeal theorising’ and ‘middle-level research’ that resists the hope that a
Grand Interpretation will provide for ‘a master reconciliation of all research pro-
grams’.61 The history of the American cinema is not exclusively the history of its
products any more than the history of railroads is the history of locomotives. The
development of locomotive design forms part of the history of railroads, but so,
far more substantially, do government land policies and patterns of agricultural
settlement. A history of cinema that will address the proposition ‘that films, by
improving the general quality and availability of entertainment at a low admis-
sion cost, contributed positively to the stock of social well-being, in the same way
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that low cost electric street lighting did by markedly improving the quality of illu-
mination’, will have significantly different concerns from film studies’ preoccu-
pation with the textuality of films, acts of interpretation of textual meaning and
theoretical approaches to these acts of interpretation.62

A history of cinema that is not a history of textual relations among films
must, however, be concerned with the history of reception, which must itself
include histories of distribution and exhibition. One crucial feature of the his-
tory of the reception of American cinema is that for most audiences for most of
the history of cinema, their primary relationship with ‘the cinema’ has not been
with individual movies-as-artefacts or as texts, but with the social experience of
cinema.63 An historical examination of the ways in which the cinema has pro-
vided a site and an occasion for particular forms of social behaviour, or of the
ways in which individual movies have specified the nature of the site, the occa-
sion, and the behaviour, is an enquiry into the production of meaning, but that
meaning is social, not textual.

What would it take for cinema history to matter more? We can, perhaps,
imagine some counter-factual historical circumstances. What if the Payne Fund
Studies researchers had been right? What if the basic claims of effects, research-
ers since 1910 about the direct deleterious effects of movie consumption on
youth, had any substance? What if the anti-American jeremiads of bourgeois
cultural nationalists, that Hollywood movies ‘literally poison the souls of our
children, young people, young girls, who are to be turned into the docile slaves of
the American multi-millionaires’, accurately depicted the impact of American
consumer products on other cultures?64 Were any of these propositions, with
which so much commentary on the media remains preoccupied, demonstrable,
we would find it much easier to raise grant money to study the history of cinema
reception. We would also find it easier to persuade other historians of the signifi-
cance of our research. So long as cinema history remains solipsistically com-
mitted to medium-specificity, starting and ending with the film text, then the
history of entertainment will remain no more than an entertaining diversion
occupying the illustrative margins of other histories. For cinema history to mat-
ter more, it must engage with the social history of which it is a part, not through
the practices of textual interpretation, but by attempting to write cinema history
from below; that is, to write histories that are concerned not with the kings and
queens of Hollywood but with their audiences and with the roles that these per-
formances of celebrity played in the ordinary imaginations of those audiences.

In part, I am advocating an historical return to the prevailing concerns of the
earliest studies of cinema as an object of sociological and psychological enquiry,
rather than the object of aesthetic, critical and interpretive enquiry that has
ensued from the construction of film studies as an academic discipline in the
humanities. These earlier studies, from Hugo Münsterberg to the Payne Fund
research, concerned themselves with what Frankfurt School theorist Leo
Lowenthal called ‘the underlying social and psychological function’ of cinema as
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a component in the modern urban environment; their methods were those of
the ‘human sciences’, and their objects of enquiry were people, rather than
artefacts.65 A return to such concerns in the history-writing that I am advocating
invites an engagement by cinema historians with a different and far more pro-
ductive, series of dialogues in social and cultural historiography since 1970 than
that provided by poststructuralism.

In the third quarter of the twentieth century, quantitative research methods
permeated historical studies, underpinning claims that history was, like other
social sciences, a scientific discipline. Demographic and economic histories,
reliant on statistical data compiled from censuses or parish records, constructed
a ‘history without people’, arguing that historians could examine those groups
placed at the bottom of the social ladder only through the anonymity of quantita-
tive data, in which, as E. P. Thompson wrote, ‘working people are seen as a
labour force, as migrants, or as the data for a statistical series’.66 In his quest to
‘rescue the poor stockinger, the Luddite cropper (...) and even the deluded fol-
lower of Joanna Southcott, from the enormous condescension of posterity’,
Thompson sought to restore ‘the agency of working people, the degree to which
they contributed by conscious efforts to the making of history’.67 This aim was
shared by several groups of historians concerned at the elimination of the partic-
ular in the grand narratives of social scientific history, who sought ‘to reconstruct
the lives of individual men and women from the popular classes of the past’, with
the specific purpose of reconstructing ‘the relationship (about which we know so
little) between individual lives and the contexts in which they unfold’.68

A history concerned with the conditions of everyday life as they are experi-
enced by ordinary people requires, as George Iggers has argued, a new concep-
tual and methodological approach that sees history

‘no longer as (...) a grand narrative in which the many individuals are sub-
merged, but as a multifaceted flow with many individual centers (...) And if
we are dealing with the individual lives of the many, we need an epistemol-
ogy geared to the experiences of these many that permits knowledge of the
concrete rather than the abstract’.69

Such histories of individual existence and experience are not, however, incom-
patible with those of broad social process. Ideally, the microhistories of Carlo
Ginzburg and Giovanni Levy, extend, complement and qualify the broader gen-
eralisations provided by quantitative methods, and their dialogue provides mod-
els for the histories of cinema from below that I am advocating.70 To paraphrase
Thompson, the aim of such histories would be to rescue the membership of cin-
ema’s audiences from the condescension of a posterity more concerned to con-
template ‘its own desires, criteria, and representational structures for achieving
historical coherence and meaning’ than it is to construct a meaningful account
of the past.71 Like Barbara Klinger’s histoire totale, such accounts would necessar-
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ily be contextual; the task is not so much a matter of trying to reconstruct the
experiences of a particular cinema audience, largely unknown to each other, in a
particular cinema at a particular screening on a particular day, as it is of seeking
to understand the elements from which those experiences were constructed, on
as specific a level of generalisation as the evidence may make available to us. For
a history of cinema that is not centrally about films, however, the contexts to be
invoked are quite different, as are the adjacent fields of knowledge that may be
illuminated by a more fully-elaborated socio-cultural history of the economic
institution of cinema. In the remainder of this paper, I briefly sketch three exam-
ples of the broader issues to which a history of cinema might be connected:
demographics, Americanisation and consumption.

Cinema and the histories of consumption

As Robert Allen has argued, cinema history, and particularly the history of its au-
diences, is demographic history.72 A more exact sense of who made up cinema’s
audiences, and when, provides us with an alternative means of understanding
cinema’s cultural function as well as its product, but as yet relatively little work
has been done in correlating broad demographic shifts against changing pat-
terns of cinema attendance, or in mapping cinema provision against demo-
graphic data. In combination with other sources, such quantitative information
has much to tell us about the changing composition of cinema’s audiences over
time, as well as about those sectors of the population largely excluded from
attendance. I would, for example, argue that Richard Abel’s recent investiga-
tions of ‘how moving pictures circulated in medium- and small-sized cities’ in
the North-eastern United States in the 1910s are methodologically entirely com-
patible with Allen’s studies of cinema-attendance and non-attendance in the
American South. Abel’s aim of using data from those areas to interrogate cin-
ema’s role in either fostering ‘a more or less homogeneous American mass pub-
lic’ or sustaining an ‘ethnically and culturally heterogeneous society’ forms part
of the same broad about the place and function of cinema for its audiences that
Allen is addressing.73

If, as Abel suggests, cinema played a significant role in the Americanisation
of its urban population, its role in a more global process of Americanisation
– that of ‘sell[ing] America to the world with American motion pictures’, as Will
H. Hays proselytised in 1923 – has long been asserted by both enthusiasts and
detractors alike. Whether ‘every film that goes from America abroad’, has cor-
rectly portrayed ‘the purposes, the ideals, the accomplishments, the opportuni-
ties, and the life of America’, as Hays claimed it would, has been a subject of con-
tention ever since.74 In April 2001, State Department spokesman Richard
Boucher celebrated the accelerating expansion of the global market for Ameri-
can-sourced popular culture as a functional substitute for his department’s dis-
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engagement from cultural diplomacy, by declaring to the Advertising Age that his
department had now ‘taken the view that to know us is to love us’.75 As early as
1924, on the other hand, Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes was com-
plaining that the movies’ ‘false distortion of American life’ had produced ‘a per-
nicious distortion among other people with respect to the way in which our
people live’.76

The shock following September 11 was not merely President Bush’s amaze-
ment ‘that there is such misunderstanding of what our country is about, that
people would hate us’.77 It was also the shocked and apparently sudden recogni-
tion that the abandonment of cultural diplomacy to corporate commerce had not
resulted in ‘the triumph of American ideas’.78 Instead, suggested House Inter-
national Relations Committee Chairman Henry Hyde, ‘the country that
invented Hollywood and Madison Avenue has allowed (...) a destructive and par-
odied image of itself to become the intellectual coin of the realm overseas’.79

Viewed from abroad, where the concept of Americanisation has long carried
fewer positive connotations and has more frequently been a term hovering
somewhere between critique and abuse, the catastrophic failure of the ideologi-
cal project encapsulated by Hays seems much less surprising. If the imaginary
‘American’ culture of the movies became, in Richard Kuisel’s phrase, ‘every-
one’s second culture’, it did so far more successfully as an agent of commerce
than as an instrument of ideology.80 As Victoria de Grazia has argued,

‘it is not at all clear how as elusive a force as consumer culture, being the sum
of myriads of marketing strategies, second-order decisions of government,
and mundane choices about getting and spending, was converted into great
power. Nor is it clear how the United States exercised this great power to pro-
mote democracies of consumption elsewhere, much less to advance global
concord’.81

Some of the histories of cinema I am proposing might reconsider Hollywood’s
role in ‘the Americanisation of the world’ by exploring the dissonance between
the commercial and political effects of American cultural hegemony.82

In the decade after World War i, Hollywood became the most visible sig-
nifier of an unparalleled American economic expansionism, as the United
States ‘flooded the world with products, branch plants, and investment capital’,
while American radio and cable companies, wire services and airlines built the
foundations of the American communications empire in what Owen D. Young,
head of the Radio Corporation of America, described as the ‘economic integra-
tion of the world’.83 To proponents such as Young and Hays, America’s expan-
sion was inherently benign, since it was based ‘not on military force or govern-
ment design but on the wonders of its private industry, the skill of its experts, the
goodness of its philanthropists’, and the ubiquity of its communications tech-
nologies.84 ‘Film America’, as the German trade press called Hollywood, was a
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powerful agent of this policy, as both a sales apparatus for American goods and
as a demonstration of what de Grazia has characterised as ‘the enduring capacity
of the American “empire without frontiers” to discover, process, and redistrib-
ute techniques, styles, and tastes of global provenance’.85

In 1929, economist Christine Frederick described this commercial version
of Americanisation as ‘Consumptionism (...) the greatest idea that America has
to give to the world; the idea that workmen and masses be looked upon not sim-
ply as workers and producers, but as consumers. (...) Pay them more, sell them
more, prosper more is the equation.’86 In An All-Consuming Century, Gary
Cross has argued that: ‘Consumerism, the belief that goods give meaning to
individuals and their roles in society’, was ‘the “ism” that won the political and
ideological engagements of the twentieth century ‘even though it had no formal
philosophy, no parties, and no obvious leaders’.87 Reflecting and often fulfilling
real social needs, consumerism challenged class, religion, and ethnicity as
principles of political solidarity, and ‘succeeded where other ideologies failed
because it concretely expressed the cardinal political ideals of the century – lib-
erty and democracy – and with relatively little self-destructive behavior or per-
sonal humiliation’.88 Cross’s uncommonly optimistic account of consumerism
emphasises that the ‘essential ambiguity of consumer goods was and is funda-
mental to their meaning and continued appeal’. The semantic malleability and
complexity of consumer products have, in his analysis, been the source of their
power to divert great social disharmonies into small, individualised dishar-
monies, to help ‘individuals contend with social conflict and ambiguity, evade
clear-cut choices, and even hold contradictory desires’.89

Textual indeterminacy is a structural property of Hollywood movies, resulting
from the economic conditions of their circulation: their distribution to a multi-
plicity of venues for a multiplicity of audiences, and the requirement that the sin-
gle object serve multiple audience pleasures. Cross’s arguments suggest that in
this indeterminacy the movies both represented and embodied the semantic flu-
idity of consumerism itself. They were teaching their audiences the possibilities
of pleasure in the democratisation of meaning, and of the power to interpret.

In her history of the spread of Americanised consumer culture in Europe
from 1900 to 1970, de Grazia repeatedly demonstrates that different countries
– and within each country different classes and groups – acquired the material
capacity to participate in consumption at significantly different times. Undoubt-
edly, the movies, like advertising, reinforced a new economy of desire. But the
public directly addressed by advertising – the public possessed of discretionary
spending capacity – varied considerably from around 70% of the us population
in the late 1920s to 30% of the population of Britain and Northwest Europe, to
less then 10% of the population of Italy and Spain. Studies of the standards of
living among American and European workers in Ford factories in 1929, for
example, indicated such great differences in purchases of clothing, home con-
veniences and transport as to make comparison almost meaningless.90
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Writing about the differential spread of consumer durables in different parts
of Europe in the 1970s and 1980s, de Grazia argues that the ‘narrative of how
household goods came to be possessed (...) was in large measure indifferent to
variations in class, local cultures, and history’. At any given historical moment,
however, what these goods meant, socially and culturally, varied from nation to
nation and region to region depending on how far the particular nation or region
had progressed through the reiterated narrative of ‘technological change, rise in
family incomes, and revolution in outlooks, all sanctioned and pushed by a new
cross-Atlantic standard of living’.91

Our present understanding of how cinema functioned as an agent of con-
sumerism in both the us and abroad might stand some interrogation when con-
sidered in relation to the experience of consumption in different places at differ-
ent times in the last century. If movies and movie attendance were classless, in
the sense that it was a habit of all people of all classes, then in Europe they
behaved differently from other, comparable consumer goods, which acted as
sources of social fragmentation, producing ‘new sources of differentiation and
exclusion rather than making standards more homogeneous and accessible’.92

But because movie attendance was geographically specific – attendance at this
cinema in this neighbourhood with these people and these detailed local under-
standings of social distinction, attendance – and therefore exhibition – it could,
clearly, not be separated from the patterns of social distinction in practical opera-
tion at the time. Indeed, as Christopher McKenna’s work on the ‘tripartheid’
practices of segregation in Lumberton, North Carolina, shows, these patterns of
social distinction had to be constructed into the architecture of the cinemas
themselves.93

To what extent did cinema, as a social agent in the promulgation of ‘con-
sumptionism’, require pre-existing economic conditions, including a level of
discretionary spending among its potential audience? Where these conditions
did not exist, did cinema exhibition remain a marginal activity not simply be-
cause people were too poor to attend frequently, but also because the pleasures
of cinema – the aspirational pleasures of viewing consumption and viewing-
as-consumption that were part of what economist Simon Pattern had called the
surplus or pleasure economy – were insufficiently engaged with or integrated
into their daily lives?94 Can we correlate patterns of cinema exhibition to the
markedly variant patterns of retail sales in the us and Europe for much of the
century? And if we can – or, for that matter, if we cannot – what will that tell us
about the social function of cinema? Did cinema represent a sort of half-way
house between access to ‘Americanised’ consumer culture and the practicalities
of economic possibility, both for poorer communities in the us and for much of
Europe in the first half of the 20th century and beyond? To what extent, where,
and when, did the cinema provide a substitute for consumption – a placebo –
rather than an aspiration to consume and a guidebook or practical manual in the
development of the practice of consumption?
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If the answers to these questions are not yet clear, what are somewhat clearer
is that such explanations as we may be able to offer will require different histori-
cal methods and tools from those that have so far predominated in film history.
Instead, these tools are likely to be drawn from the methodological dialogues of
social and cultural historians. To begin with, we will need detailed historical
maps of cinema exhibition, telling us what cinemas were where and when, am-
plified by whatever detailed evidence we can recover about the nature and fre-
quency of attendance – precisely the kind of scholarly work pioneered by Karel
Dibbets and the Cinema Context Collections project.95 This data then needs to
be combined with broader statistical information derived from census data and
other surveys to amplify our understanding of cinema’s audiences – of the
extent, for example, to which the geography of cinema produced new forms of
social differentiation at the same time that the images its audiences consumed,
projected a dissolution of ‘the sumptuary lines between classes’.96

Such detailed quantitative information is vital if we are to progress beyond
our current broad-brush knowledge based on trade figures, diplomatic accounts
and grand theories of classical cinema as vernacular modernism. As vital, how-
ever, is the inclusion of experience that will ground quantitative generalisations
in the concrete particulars of microhistorical studies of local situations, effects
and infrastructure, based perhaps around the records of individual cinemas or
small chains. The heroes of these microhistories – the Menocchios of the cin-
ema – will be the small businessmen who acted as cultural brokers, navigators
and translators of the middle ground constructing a creolised culture out of their
community’s encounters with the mediated external world.97 One of these
microhistories may become the Montaillou of cinema history, through what it
may reveal about how its citizen consumers explained themselves and their
place in the world through their encounters with the forces of global and global-
ising culture.98 Such histories, self-consciously acknowledging their own con-
structions and mediations, may also form part of comparative local histories,
and, finally, may underpin attempts to consider the cultural function and perfor-
mance of individual movies in more secure social and cultural detail than we can
presently achieve.
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